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CULTURAL-RELIGIOUS FUNCTION OF RELIQUARIES  

FROM THE CIRCLE OF THE ORIGINS OF DEPICTING THE BODIES OF SAINTS 

IN EUROPEAN AND POLISH ART 

S u m m a r y   

  Works of art are an integral part of religious culture and they reflect its wealth in Christian 

piety. However, while methodology of research into works of religious art has consolidated its 

fixed and tested methods, interpretation of works in the context of cultural studies asks questions, 

raises doubts, and sometimes stirs up controversies. Nevertheless, one cannot help deliberating 

over the cultural-religious function of such significant evidences in the heritage of Christian 

culture as reliquaries, especially ones in the form of parts of the body, like the hand, foot, head, 

arm etc. In the aspect of the cult of relics of saints and the ways of practicing this cult, reliquaries 

have been discussed in detail in theological research, in hagiography of spirituality, as well as in 

the history e.g. of pilgrimages and of the cult of saints. The present deliberations try to interpret 

various forms of works of art connected with the cult of saints. Reliquaries in the form of parts of 

the body that serve keeping relics of saints evoke faith in sanctity and in the resurrection of 

bodies. It is in them that the mystery of resurrection of the body as a new body, with new features 

of the matter, has been illustrated. Its nature may be most adequately made evident by the nature 

of the light, brightness, radiating of colours. Even Roman mosaics filling the early Christian 

churches used the new artistic medium in depicting pictures of saints and of God. The form of the 

body divided into small tesserae implies the body that is “in pieces”, joined again with mortar 

into a new visual quality of joined pieces covered with gold and precious dyes. The technique of 

mosaic allowed rendering the shining and the brightness of colours, making one aware of the 

mystic matter and showing with the use of artistic means the nature of a saint’s body as a “new 
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body”. In this way mosaics and reliquaries make it easier for the faithful to realize the mystery of 

the “new body” of the saint and the resurrected martyrs. This is why the mosaic décor, especially 

in the apses and the places where relics of saints are placed in early Christian Rome churches, is 

compared to reliquaries that were common in medieval Europe and in Poland. They belong to the 

common heritage of religious culture that in a sensual way showed the mysteries of resurrection 

of the bodies of martyrs and of their relics. Artistic objects participate in the Church’s teaching 

and faith, constituting the mutual heritage of art and faith. 

Translated by Tadeusz Kar/owicz  
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